CLEAN

Available in both attendant and self-propelled versions, the Clean is comfortable, secure and easy to use.

SKU: N/A
Categories: Bathing, Shower, Toileting, and Commode Chairs
This wheeled commode chair is available in a couple of varieties. The Clean shower chair is a fairly simple model that’s secure and easy to operate. Crafted for durability and longevity, the frame has no welding seams or holes to reduce the risk of any corrosion. The Clean commode chair is unique in its design, with the back of the seat being totally open rather than the front, facilitating intimate hygiene for both user and caregiver. Removable and swing-away armrest and armrest and a sliding footplate make for easier transfers on and off the commode.
The Clean is available in 3 different options. The first fixed option offers a standard height commode chair that has a safe working load of 20 stone (130 kg). This model is secure and comfortable and can cater to the needs of most users.

The second option is a taller model of the Clean commode chair, offering the same features as its counterparts but with extra structure for those who perhaps need more postural support. The extra 60 millimetres of height can provide a wealth of extra comfort at showering and toilet times.

Finally, the Clean also comes in a height adjustable model. Weighing the same as the other models, this commode chair can be altered to have a seat height from 475 millimetres all the way up to 600 millimetres.

Key Features:
• 3 different models for various heights
• All accommodate a safe working load of 20 stone (130 kg)
• Seat opens at the back rather than the front
• No welded seams or holes to prevent corrosion